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MUST HAVE INNOVATION IN THE
DATA CENTER OF TOMORROW
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TECHNOLOGY
In solving some of the world’s biggest problems technology has created others, not
least as we’ve discussed at some length in this paper, the need for energy, electricity
and by proxy, carbon. As we head into what the UN has declared the “decade of
action” more than any period in history technology is accelerating at lightning speed,
in the data center environment that means the advent of both new solutions and the
availability of solutions previously unviable for commercial use.
In this segment we’re focusing on Cooling, Electrical Distribution and new innovations
in DPU and Hyperscale technology that really are changing the game.

IMMERSION COOLING
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SUBMER

IMMERSION & LIQUID COOLING

Power and Cooling are the single biggest non compute energy costs for any data
center in any environment. With Cooling reported to account for between 30 and 55%
of all DC energy consumption it's no wonder that the data center cooling market is a
$20B industry.
With the average heat load per cabinet rising, higher density chips more widely used
and the world's appetite for data at an all-time high and growing the time for Air
Handlers, CRAH and CRAC units is over. A new era of cooling is upon us - already
adopted by leading organisations including Intel, Fujitsu and Facebook, immersion
cooling, sometimes referred to as liquid cooling or submerged cooling is quickly
becoming the only option for those looking to drive both sustainability and efficiency
with their data center.
Founded in 2015, Submer provides best-in-class solutions for HPC, hyper-scale, data
centers, Edge, AI, DL, and blockchain applications. Their immersion cooling technology
is proven to be 95% more efficient than traditional cooling technology.
Submer allows data centers around the world to harness the power of immersion
cooling to reduce consumption, costs, and latency while simultaneously increasing
deployment speed and computer density per sqm.

"We enable next generation cooling
and automation for data & energyintense environments by integrating
our pristine, highly-efficient &
sustainable technologies. Solving the
challenges of today and powering
the use cases of the future."
Whilst other immersion cooling vendors exist in the market we choose Submer for this
segment because of their range of solutions and extensive expertise across multiple
markets, helping organisations of all sizes and applications reach their sustainability
goals quicker and more effectively.

SEE MORE ABOUT SUBMER TECHNOLOGY
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LEVITON

CABLING INNOVATION

Network cabling may not seem like the first option for achieving significant energy
savings or cost savings within the data center but amid all the technology innovations,
upgrades and reconfigurations cabling remains a fundamental aspect of data centers
of all types. On-prem, Co-Lo and Hyperscalers alike rely on the fundamental strength
of Copper and Fibre network cabling to drive performance.
The cabling in our infrastructure then and the efficiency thereof is also, often
overlooked, but Leviton’s range of cabling, patching and management solutions
support best in class efficiencies even in high density use environments. As the first
data communications factory to achieve BSI PAS 2060 Carbon Neutrality, they follow
strict manufacturing practices and develop products that can contribute to greater
energy savings, create less waste, and reduce your overall carbon footprint.

Leviton's primary cable and connectivity factories are ISO 14001 and ISO 50001
Certified, and the EMEA headquarters was the first data communications factory to
achieve BSI PAS 2060 Carbon Neutrality, following strict manufacturing practices and
developing products that can contribute to greater energy savings, create less waste,
and reduce your overall carbon footprint.

SEE MORE ABOUT LEVITON TECHNOLOGY
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FUNGIBLE

HYPERSCALE FOR ALL

Last but not least in our Must Have Technology segment is relative newcomer
Fungible and their phenomenal storage and DPU solutions.
This game changing team are made up of ex Juniper Founder Pradeep Sindhu and ex
Apple SVP Bertrand Serlet. Sindhu and Serlet are fundamentally challenging the
inefficiencies from within the data center, namely the “inefficient execution of datacentric computations within server nodes and the inefficient interchange of data
among server nodes”.
Data Centric computations include storage, retrieval, movement, and processing of
vast amounts of data. Given that most infrastructures are built on application based
structures they inherently struggle with these “basic” but vast data centric
computations. This means, latency, low performance and increased energy costs all
whilst adding load onto existing infrastructures. The fungible DPU realises a new level
of performance, executing data centric workloads an incredible 10x faster than a
traditional CPU whilst their inbuilt “TrueFabric” technology allows complete
dissagregation of all infrastructure into “pools’ which can then be composed,
decomposed and recomposed directly onto bare metal – significantly increasing
utilization, decreasing cost of underused hardware and providing evolutionary scale
and performance from your existing network.

THE FUNGIBLE DATA CENTER
The Fungible Data Center is based on a
fundamental rethink of the modern data
center and is designed to address the most
demanding challenges of hyperscale
environments. It is an on-premises,
comprehensive, turn-key solution offering
multi-tenant and secure data centers,
delivering bare-metal performance at the
cost efficiencies and simplicity of
hyperscale data centers.

SEE MORE ABOUT FUNGIBLE TECHNOLOGY
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FUNGIBLE

HYPERSCALE FOR ALL

FUNGIBLE STORAGE CLUSTER

THE WORLD’S FASTEST, SECURE, SCALE-OUT AND ALL-FLASH NVME-OF
DISAGGREGATED STORAGE PLATFORM
The Fungible Storage Cluster delivers,
without performance penalties, efficient
data durability, data reduction, and security
features that are required for reliable,
secure multi-tenant environments of any
size. Service providers can now deploy true
elastic storage that can dynamically adapt
to performance and capacity changes.

FUNGIBLE DPU

The S1 DPU is the industry’s most flexible
200Gbps DPU, capable of executing datacentric computations more efficiently than
general-purposeCPUs. The S1 DPU fully
offloads the entire storage, networking,
security and virtualization stack from x86
cores in host servers, freeing up more than
50% of the x86CPUs’ cycles to run
application workloads.
Whilst we’re on the subject of Fungible their storage clusters also make our list of must
have technology, again featuring their TrueFabric IP and composer their flagship
storage cluster the FS1600 shows 10x performance compared to existing solutions –
making it a clear must choice for the future for anyone looking to improve their
carbon emissions.
The result for anyone looking to take first place in the Race to Zero is a genuinely
game changing technology that inherently reduces waste, reduces cooling needs and
optimizes both utilization and performance without adding new resources to your
infrastructure.

SEE MORE ABOUT FUNGIBLE TECHNOLOGY
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ABOUT GAIA EDGE
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable
data centers, supporting organisations by
driving measurable performance whilst
reducing environmental impact.
We specialise in Colocation, White-space,
On-Prem and Edge deployments, enabling
technology companies to be greener by
delivering compelling solutions.

WHAT WE DO

We know that progress and sustainability must go hand in hand.
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable data centers, supporting
organisations by driving measurable performance whilst reducing
environmental impact.

HOW WE DO IT
We do this by disrupting the existing processes of data center
design and build, challenging the norm, sourcing innovative and
emerging tech that can deliver performance and efficiencies for
all, enabling corporate and social responsibility.

WHO WE DO IT FOR
Whether you need data center capacity in one or 100 locations,
6kW or 6mW, assistance with transformation or you need help with
strategy, hardware or deployment and logistics, we want to make
the implementation of your IT infrastructure, like edge computing or
data center space, as sustainable as possible.

CONTACTS

LOCATION

Gaia Edge Limited
19-20 Bourne Court
Woodford Green
IG8 8HD, United Kingdom

Email - racetozero@gaia-edge.com
Phone - +442085314473
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